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Hello, and welcome to Computer Repair at Home!

If you think home computer repair is hard or next to impossible then please read this article.
Ok, so you are almost certainly here reading this because you have, or believe you have a comp

So concerning this blog I am going to be schooling you(not selling you) how to go from identif

Along the journey you will learn I do own and control a home computer repair and services comp
What not to do. Do not shell out for such programs like Norton Anti Virus, Mcafee Anti Virus,

Some programs are, Registry Repair, Registry Cleaner, Reg Mechanic, and Reg Cure. These progra
I have experimented with most of the programs in one way or more on my home computer. You can

In the occasion I do ever find a program that can resolve a lot of the normal home computer re
Home Computer Repair - how did I learn?

How do I identify how to repair home computer repair problems? I have learned a lot, diverse t

I have decided not to tell you the exact learning process with my experience with various prog

I´ve gained the knowledge, so I am passing it off to you, in the hopes you can benefit, or you
Most programs that claim to fix your computer, do not, and are a big waste of $$$. I know, as
I learned that these programs were not doing anything special, and I eventually taught myself
You could now do one of two things:

use a professional company to do your home computer repai

So don´t become stressed out while reading my blogs, ingest my lessons one step at a time. I w
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